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Abstract Computer numerical control (CNC) technology

is a key technology in machine tools and is also the base

of industrial unit computerization. CNC machines are oper-

ated by controllers, which have a software module inside

known as interpreter. The 1'unction of an interpreter is to
extract data from computer-aided manufacturing (CAM)

system-generated code and convert it to controller motion

commands. However, with the development of numeri-

cal control technology, existing CNC systems are limited
with interpreter lacking in expandibility, modularity, and

openness. In order to overcome these problems, open archi-

tecture technology (OAC) was employed in CNC controller.

In this paper, a new technique is presented for the inter-

pretation of the International Standards Organization (ISO)

6983 data interface model. The proposed technique is able

to interpret ISO 6983 data and translate it to the internal

structure required by the CNC machine. It takes an input

file in text format and extracts position, feed rate, tool, spin-

dle, and other data. It is also able to generate output in

text and EXtensible Markup Language (XML) files as per

user detined file structure. The use of .txt and 'xml files

enables shop tloor data modification and internet acces-

sibility facilities in CNC system. The paper includes an

introduction, brief description of the architecture, algorithm

design, operational pattern, and validation of the system
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through experimental studies. The output of these experi-

ments illustrated satisfactory performance of the interpreter

with an OAC CNC system.
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L lntroduction

Over the last 50 years, machine tools have evolved from

siniple machines to highly sophisticated computer numer-

ical control (CNC) technology which proved to be eco-

nomical in mass, batch, and many other single-item pro-

duction cases. The most impoftant factors which contribute

towards the economic feasibility of CNC technology are

as tbllows: high productivity rates, unitbrmity of the prod-

uct, reduced component rejection, reduced tooling costs,

less operator involvement, and easy machining of com-

plex shapes [6]. In the progression towards more mod-

ern systems, flexible manufacturing became dominant in

1970s and 1980s to enable low batch production of a wide

range of parts. In order to rcalize flexible manufacturing,

computer numerical-controlled rnachines became a critical

manuf'acturing resource due to their capability tbr being

reprogrammed to produce different parts Ul. Consequently,

CNC machines with multi-axis and multi-process worksta-

tion contigurations were developed to support high-speed

manufacturing of precision parts such as complex aerospace

components [8].
Since development, CNC machines are operated by Inter-

national Standards Organization (ISO) 6983 standard for-

mally known as G-M codes. This ISO standard is based

on the representation ofthe tool path digitized with respect
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to a tool size and machine command status [9]. The pro-

grams for CNC machines are generated by computer-aided

manufacturing systems that utilize CAD information. The

G-M codes language is defined by numerical codes such as

G, I M, F, S, etc., indicating the movement of a machine

and an axis to the controller. CNC machines are composed

of many parts, The controller is one of them and has two

module inside: hardware module and software module. The

function of the software module is to translate the input

code to the internal structure of the machine. CNC con-

trollers read G code (ISO 6983) instructions, interpret them,

and perform numerically direct interpolation of the cut-

ting tool in the work piece [9]. Designers generate G code

file by using CAD/computer-aided manufacturing (CAM)

applications on computers and transfer the code to machine

controller for interpretation to execute tool motion control

operations [10],
Today's conventional CNC machines are operated by

ISO 6983 data interface model, and there are many CAM
tools available to generate NC programs. In reality, these G

code programs are very valuable because they incorporate

both an implicit micro-process plan as well as many years

of operator experience ! I l. However, when these programs

are processed in a CAM system by a machine-specific post-

processor, they become machine dependent. Besides that,

CNC machine controller vendors have also developed some

extensions in G code to add more features in their systems.

These extensions vary from vendor to vendor and results

Fig. I Intemal structure of
interpreter
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in further closeness of controllers [7]. The term closeness

means that the controllers act as black boxes. Due to this,

it is very difficult for machine tool builders to develop and

implement custom control functions [12]. These systems

are closed in both hardware and software aspects. In other

words, they are closed in terms of Human Machine Interface

(HMI) platform, input/output functions, connectivity, data

interface model, etc. Hence, it is not surprising that each

machine tool manufacturer utilizes their own proprietary

hardware and software. As a result, this type of propri
etary controller design does not allow the end user to install

and interface any new indigenously developed or commer-

cially acquired functional modules autonomously so as to

enhance the functionality of the machine. Apart fiom that'

current ISO 6983-based CNC systems transfbrm intbrma-

tion in uni-directional flow, which results in no feedback

response. Due to this, the shop floor modifications are very

hard to perform.
In order to overcome these shortcomings, open architec-

ture technology was introduced into CNC systems. Open

CNC controller means "Controllers are independent from

manufactures technology, allowing the user to buy hard-

ware and software fiom several difl'erent manutacturers and

freely assemble the acquired piece of equipment" [13]. At
present, personal computer (PC) as the hardware platform

and real-time operating system as the software platfbrm has

been the mainstream direction of open CNC systems [14].
This configuration enables the trend of PC-based open soft
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CNC systems [5], which makes the CNC reconfigurable,

interoperable, portable, and interchangeable [6].
Based on this technology, there have been some research

that are highlighted by different authors such as Xiao and

his research cluster introduced an open architecture numer-

ical control system based on Windows CE for turning
machine, which decreases processing and memory capac-

ity of the system. But, this system also requires high-end

and expensive microprocessors. This system contains a G

code interpreter that converts ISO 6983 infbrmations into
hoc file [17]. Similarly, Ma along with other researchers

developed an Open Modular Architecture Control (OMAC)

Application Program Interface (APl)-based CNC system for
rnilling machine on VC++ platform. This system includes

a G code interpreter for line, arc and non-unitbrm ratio-
nal B-spline (NURBS) geometry [5]. Later, Yuan and his

research team introduced an OMAC-based CNC system for
tive-axis CNC machine that is able to interpret linear and

spline geometry [ 8]. After that, Mao and his research clus-

ter proposed an OMAC architecture-based CNC system for
three- and five-axis CNC milling machine based on ISO

6983 data interface model [9, 20]. Ekkachai along with
his research team proposed an approach to convert commer-

cial CNC system into more open CNC unit. This approach

contains a G code interpreter developed by using Visual Stu-

dio.Net with C# and C++ platforms [21]. Similarly, Ramesh

and Poo introduced an new Ethernet-based three-axis CNC

milling system that includes a G code interpreter to trans-

late depth of cut, spindle speed, and 1'eed rate information.

This system was developed by using VC++ platform, and

data mining algorithm was designed in Matrix Laboratory
(MATLAB) by using neural network (NN) technique [22].
Later, Li andZhangintroduced an GRBL G code interpreter

that was able to translate only few G code infbrmations [23].
After that, Wang along with other researchers developed an

real-time operating system (RTOS)-based embedded CNC

system for ISO 6983 data interface model by utilizing Linux
RT platfbrm [24]. Similarly, Pabolu and Srinivas introduced

an three-dimensional CNC system that was limited only

to two-axis machine workability t251. A major contribu-

tion in terms of ISO 6983 interpretation was presented by

Liu and his research cluster. They introduced a new tech-

nique fbr the development of universal ISO 6983 interpreter

based on C++ platform 126-281. Later, Xu and his research

team developed an ISO 6983 data interface model-based

interpreter in C language for B-spline curve information

translation [29]. After that, Chen and his research cluster

proposed an new ISO 6983 interpreter designed in C++ for

commercial and PC-based CNC controller with tool path

planning module to improve the efticiency [30]. Similarly,

Khana along with other researchers developed a low-cost

production system based on Arduino technology for turning

machine that converts G code into NIST-SAI Conical Code

(NCC) t311.

Fig,2 Data extraction module
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Obtaining idea from those previous efforts, in this study,

a new technique for the interpretation of ISO 6983 data

interface model has been presented, The proposed tech-

nique is based on the National Instruments (NI) Laboratory

Virtual Instrument Engineering Workbench (LabVIEW). In
past, not many had utilized M LabVIEW platform for ISO

6983 interpretation; most of the previous approaches were

based on C, C++, JAVA, VB, etc. platform. However, some

had utilized LabVIEW platform for CNC motion control

techniques such as[32-34]. However, these tecniques does

not contain any interpretation module for ISO data inter-

face models. Whereas proposed technique can be integrated

with those approaches. The proposed technique also pro-

vides feedback of data and enables a minute part of shop

tloor data modifications into ISO 6983-based CNC sys-

tems. Apart fiom that, proposed technique also enables

internet accessibility into open CNC system by generating

.xml and .txt physical file outputs in user-detined file struc-

ture. However, commercial CNC systems are not able to
provide all these facilities. Other than that, another main

objective of the proposed system is to open the doors

for other contributors for enabling of various function-

alities in CNC systems such as monitoring, inspection,

simulation, etc.

Overall, in this paper, a novel ISO 6983 interpreter for

open architecture CNC control system has been presented'

Development of an ISO 6983 data interface model-based

interpretation module for open architecture controllers is

discussed in Section 2. In Section 3, algorithm design is dis-

cussed in details. The working principle of the developed

interpreter is addressed in Section 4. Section 5 highlights

the experimental study performed by using the developed

interpreter on an open architecture control CNC machine'

Finally, some discussion, future suggestions, and conclu-

sions on the developed interpreter are presented in Section 6.

2 Architecture of interpreter

The developed interpreter is a software component [o trans-

late existing CAD/CAM system-generated ISO 6983 code

into an open architecture-based CNC system understandable

data structure. It has been programmed in NI LabVIEW.

The LabVIEW platform was chosen because it is a graph-

ical language; therefore, it is easy to use as compared to

text coding platforms. It provides a wide range of connec-

tivity through serial ports, wireless, etc. [35-37]. Another

advantage of LabVIEW is that it provides connectivity

access to almost all the software such as MS office' C'

C++, Java, Matlab, Solidworks, etc. These facilities of Lab-

VIEW helps to provide an open environment to CNC, that

can perfonn various functions such as monitoring, inspec-

tion, interpretation, simulation, database connectivity, and

internet connectivity in a single unit. The function of the

developed interpreter is to translate G code commands, so

that the stepper/servo motors can be moved using linear or

Fig.3 Output data module
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circular interpolation. It interprets the acceleration, decel-

eration, spindle speed, feed rate, and other infbrmation for
each stepper/servo motor. The interpreter reads ISO 6983

code line by line in text format and extracts position, feed

rate, spindle, tool, and other data. The internal structure of
the interpreter is composed of three modules: input data,

data extraction, and olttput dqta. Each module contains
various functional blocks as shown in Fie. l.

2.1 Input data module

This module is composed of .file path, read text, and line

indexing tunctional blocks. The role of this module is to pro-
vide a path control for file uploading, read complete content

of the input file, and provide guidelines to the interpreter

regarding reading of the input tile. This module is the initial
phase of the developed interpreter, whose functionality ini-
tiates with thefiLe pctth functional block that provides a path

control to get the input source code. The read text functional
block is responsible to read complete content of the input
source code. Then, at the end of this phase, line indexing

functional block is developed. The purpose of this func-
tional block is to guide the interpreter regarding the starling

point of the code. With the enabling of this function, the

interpreter is able to extract/read code from any line of input
file.

2.2 Data extraction module

This module is composed of search, scan, tokens, and match

functional blocks. It is the combination ofboth lexical scan

and syntax analysis functions. The module begins with a

search for patterns followed by a scan for pattern data,

Fig.4 Algorithm design of
interpreter

generation of tokens, and matching of regular expression

functions. In this phase, an algorithm for data mining is
developed. The development of algorithms initially starts

with the search for the patterns in each line of input code

such as X,Y,Z, F, S, and others. The output of this func-
tional block is in the form of divided sub-codes. After
dividing the input into sub-codes,the scan functional block

start that scans the input file for the values of pattems

sought. After that, the token functional block is executed,

which breaks the scan data into token strings. The last func-

tion of this phase is to search for regular expressions in

the token strings. The output of this search is the extracted

values of position, feed rate, spindle, and other data. In

order to extract complete data from input code, the algo-

rithm repeats all mentioned processes by utilizing loops,

structures, t'eedback nodes, shift register, etc. functions.

With the help of these functions, the algorithm extracts

complete data sets fiom the input file, Figure 2 shows

the front panel and block diagram of the data extraction

moduLe.

2,3 Output data module

The function of the output data module is to combine

extracted data, write combined code, and pass written data

to an open CNC machine. This module also saves the data

into text and xml file in a user-defined structure. These files

enables feedback of information and web-based facilities in

the proposed system. This module is composed of combine

data, write data, save data, and output file fttrmal functional

blocks. Firstly, it combines all the extracted data into single

code by utilizing combine data fvnctional block. This com-

bined code works as the shop floor editor, which provides
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Fig. 5 Working cycle of
developed interpreter

access to last minute corrections and modifications to data

on the shop floor. Then, the combined code is passed to the

CNC machine controller hardware tnodule in a user-defined

tile format (.txt or .xml) by output file format functional
block in a correct way, e.9., axis values go to the relative

servo/stepper motors, tool values go to the tool changer, At
the same time, this f'unctional block is also able to gener-

ate output files in .txt and .xml fbrmats into a user-defined

file structure. The generated output files can be used on any

type of PC-based open architecture CNC machine system.

Figure 3 shows the front panel and block diagram of the

output data module.

Product

3 Algorithm design

An algorithm has been designed in order to execute devel-

oped modules as per required structure of operations. That

starts with the path control functional block, which provides

a path for an input file to be loaded into the interpreter. After
that, the read data functional block starts, which reads the

complete contents of the input file. The algorithm makes

a decision at this stage regarding input data, if input file
does not contain ISO 6983 information, it passes the signals

to error msg. However, in other case, the algorithm passes

the data to the line index fwctional block that guides the

Featured CAD lile

Nlachine Specific ISO 6983 C:lll ftle

l{:rchine Xlotion Control Ha rdware

Fig. 6 CUI of interpreter
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interpreter regarding the starting point of file reading. By
default, it has an index value equal to zero that means the

first line of input code. After that, the data extroction mod-

ule is activatedwith search functional block, which searches

for patterns (X,Y,Z, F, S,T, etc.) inside the input code. At
this moment, the algorithm makes a decision regarding pat-

terns. If no pattern is tbund, the algorithm shows an error

message. If a pattern is found, the algorithm passes the data

lo scan, token, and match functional blocks step by step.

The scan tunctional block scans the input tile tbr pattem

values, then these values are converted into token strings by
the token flnctional block. After that, the token strings are

passed to the match functional block, which extracts the val-

ues of patterns from token strings. Then in last, output data

module is executed. which first combines all the extracted

data of previous modules and saves it into intemal memory

by utilizing conrhine dqta and save data functional blocks.

Then, the outplt functional block starts that passes the data

directly to a CNC machine and also generates physical files
in .txt and .xml formats as per user-defined structure as

shown in Fig. 4.

4 Operational pattern

The developed interpreter works with currently available

CAD/CAM systems. Its working cycle starts with the CAD

design, which utilizes CAM software for the generation of
ISO 6983 code. The proposed interpretation technique takes

that machine specific CAM file in .txt fbrmat as input and

extracts the position, spindle speed, feed rate, tool, and other

data from input code. After the extraction, the interpreter

generates output in user-defined .txt and .xml files. The

interpreted data file is then transt'erred to the open architec-

ture CNC machine, which perform operations as shown in

Fig.5.
The graphical user interface (GUI) ofthe developed inter-

preter contains fbur tabs: main, shrtp floor editttr, details,

and setting,s as shown in Fig. 6. The muin page of rhe

GUI shows the input file path control, input ISO 6983 code

and translated code. The shop .floor editor shows all the

extracted data as a single code so that the user can eas-

ily modify data at any time while working or off-line. The

details tab shows the extracted values into separate columns

OAC SYSTEM
I
I
I
I
I

-r:-!-t-r-I

CAD\CAM INTERPRETER

MANUFACTURED PARTS

Fig. 7 Experimental setup of developed interpreter
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Table I Summary of commercial and proposcd interpreter f'eatures

Interpreter Nature HMI Platform Input / Output Files Connectivity Data Interface Model Feed back

Fanuc 30i, 35i, 0i

Indramat

MDSI

Robert Bosch Anger

HCK, Orthodyne 360c

Allen Bradely

Series9, 8200AB

Siemens H250,

808c, MCP 483c

Mazak 430 A,

4l0A

Denford NS,

ATC NS

Developed

Model

Close

Close

Close/open

Close

NT

Close

Close/ Open

Close

Close

Open

PC with

WinCEA{T

PC with Win

NT

PC with Win

NT

PC with Win

PC with Win

NT

PC with Win

95 to XpAIT

PC with Win

95 to XpAIT

PC with Win

95 to Xp/IllT

PC with Win

95 to 8/ NT/ Linux

.NC

.NC

Fioppy

.NC LAN,

USB, Floppy

.NC

Floppy

.NC

.NC

.NC

.NC

.txt and .xml

LAN, USB,

Floppy

LAN, USB,

ISO 6983

LAN, USB,

LAN, USB,

Floppy

LAN, USB,

Floppy

LAN, USB,

Floppy

LAN, USB,

Floppy

LAN, USB,

Wireless, Floppy

Internrt

ISO 6983

ISO 6983

No

ISO 6983

ISO 6983

ISO 6983

ISO 6983

ISO 6983

ISO 6983 and

ISO 14649

No

No

No

No

for easy understanding.The setting tab is the important tab

of the developed interpreter, which is composed of input

and output settings. The input setting is to guide the inter-

preter regarding the starting point (the point from where the

interpreter starts reading the input code). By default, this

has a value of 0 that indicates first line of the input code.

Output settings have three steps: the first step is for select-

ing the output file tbrmat (.txt or .xml). The second step

is for format and delimiter settings of text file format. The

third step is for .xml output settings using XML encoding

controller.

5 Validation of interpreter

In this study, various experiments have been performed tbr
validation of the developed interpreter. These experiments

start with the design process by using CAD/CAM soflware.

After designing, CAM machine features are given to the

designs and ISO 6983 codes fbr each design are generated.

Then, CAD/CAM generated codes are saved in .txt fbrmat

by using CAM software code editor. After the generation

of ISO 6983 codes, the next step is to upload the codes

into the developed interpreter. Before performing the inter-

pretation operation, the setting of the output file is carried

out as per requirements frorn the setting tab. In this experi-

ment, the output code is formatted as floating point number

@ Springer

with cornma (,) delimitation. After all settings, the code is

executed and the output file is saved in .txt format. Finally,

the translated codes are transferred to an open architecture

control CNC rnachine [38] and operations are carried out.

Figure 7 shows the experimental setup and manufactured

parts.

6 Discussion and conclusion

Conventional CNC machines are operated by controllers.

Each controller has a software module inside known as an

interpreter. The function of the interpreter is to translate

input ISO data intertace model infbrmation into a required

internal data structure of CNC machine. As these CNC

controllers are closed in nature, theretbre, they are depen-

dent on vendor specifications. Due to this, interpreter is

also of closed nature. In order to overcome these short-

comings, an open architecture CNC control systems was

introduced. In this work, a new technique for ISO 6983 data

interface model interpretation with shop floor moditication

and internet accessibility has been introduced' The devel-

oped interpreter was programmed in National Instruments

LabVIEW and is independent of vendor specitications' It
is open in nature, HMI platform, input/output function,

connectivity, etc. It can be used anywhere without any addi-

tional hardware requirements. Table 1 shows the summary
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